Unable to the find the proper the driver, please fix this asap The printer is not getting power or plugged in. Make sure that your printer's power cord is securely plugged into a working power outlet. If you're using a surge protector or extension cord, make sure it's been securely plugged into a working outlet. You might also want to check the condition of your printer's cords, cables, and connectors for
any obvious damage or wear and tear that could be interfering with power transfer to your device. If you've checked all of these things and still can't get enough juice flowing through your printer to turn it on then there could be an issue with either its battery or its internal fuse that needs fixing.
Your printer's rechargeable battery and its internal fuse are both part of a safety circuit called "the power management system." The power management system is designed to prevent the printer from receiving too much electricity and causing damage to its internal components. If you're unable to power your printer on after charging the battery fully, it may be because the fuse inside your printer has
popped. Before we go any further we should warn you that if you fix this yourself it could void your warranty with Epson. If you've already run into this problem and need a way around it then feel free to skip ahead, otherwise check out this guide on how to replace an internal fuse and hopefully get your printer working again. Most people have at least one or two issues with their printer that require
them to do some sort of reset or fix before they can get it working again. Unplugging your printer allows the power management system to kick back in, take measurements, and attempt to start your printer up again. While this may seem like a good idea for both you and the printer itself it has the potential to cause more problems than it fixes. As outlined above, if you are unable to power on your
device using another method then the main suspect is the battery not being fully charged. If you feel comfortable enough to open up your printer then we recommend performing a soft reset of the power management system before turning your printer on for good. If you can't bring your printer back to life using the self dust sensor test then the next thing you should try is forcing it to stop printing. To
do this simply turn off the printer, wait for all lights to turn off, and then unplug it from its power source. Now that you've turned your printer off you can open it up safely and check the condition of its fuser unit. If your printer's fuser unit is torn or damaged in any way then this is probably what caused your error message in the first place. At this point your only real option is to either replace the
damaged part or send this part out for repair by professionals at Epson. To find out the latest hours of operation on your nearest Epson service center please check their webpage for updated information. The following is a list of possible solutions to common printer failure messages. These are some of the most common problems that people experience with their Epson printers and this list was
created to make it easier for you to find the solution.
If you're still not able to get your printer working again then there's only one thing left you can do: put it in Epson service center and send it back for repair. If you haven't yet, keep track of the hours that your nearest Epson office is open so that you can drop off your printer at the proper time.
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